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Athena Swan Charter SAT 
Minutes of meeting held on  
10th March at 11:30 in the City Centre 
Seminar Room 

 
 

School of Geography 

 

 
Present: Alison Blunt (Chair), Fran Darlington-Pollock, Lucy Diggens (minutes), 
Anna Dulic-Sills, Ashok Kumar, Andrew Loveland, Cathy McIlwaine, Olivia 
Sheringham, Suzanne Solley 
 

 
1. Welcome and apologies for absence 
 

Al James, Chipo Meke, Kreepa Mehta, Adam Packer 
 
2. RGS - update on the meeting with Stephanie Wyse 
 

AB provided feedback on earlier meeting with Stephanie Wyse from the RGS-IBG, and 
ADS attending the RGS-IBG Athena SWAN applications workshop on 11th March. 
ACTION ADS. AB advised that there have been 190 intentions to submit in April - four are 
from Geography departments. Stephanie is going to pursue the lack of a benchmark for 
Geography. The RGS-IBG have some benchmarking information they can provide for our 
application. AB noted that the RGS are trying to provide support. 
 
3. Suggestions for SAT paper (with draft application as reference) 
 
There had been issues gaining staff data and CMc added that gathering student data had 
also been difficult. 
 
SAT was asked to consider a website - our website cannot show the Charter logo until it is 
awarded, but that we could add a paragraph about equality and diversity on our home 
page. AB offered to finalise the wording. ACTION AB. 
 
The SAT will need to meet after the award and presented drafted terms of reference 
(appendix 1 of the application). AB and CMc discussed open nature of SAT with regards to 
admin loads of staff and how staff could be invited to the SAT to ensure the the workload 
balance. AB suggested that this invitation could be made at the Away Day. The name of 
the SAT can be changed after the submission - AB agreed to Athena SWAN Working 
Group and said this will be a standing item at School Board and SSLC meetings. Consider 
succession planning and that this has the potential for the chair to be an early career 
academic or a student. 
 
ADS informed that the International Foundation Programme is taught by teaching 
associates and will speak to Jill and Olly regarding issues of gender balance. ACTION 
ADS. 
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PhD students versus supervisor by gender data was looked at - AB noted variations 
across the years was generally equal except for 2013. This may be linked to research 
awards. 
 
'Zero hours' contracts and the definition of this was discussed. It is not a legal term and 
contracts that are not fixed-term or open ended are generally referred to as annualised 
contracts where a number of hours are done by a set date. Trying to gain clarification of 
the definition as it is mentioned in the Athena SWAN documentation.  
 
The majority of academic post leavers were due to the end of fixed-term contracts and 
enquired about support available to leavers during their contract. ADS advised that staff 
can go to AL and discuss funding early on in their contracts. AB added that probation 
involves discussions about the future. ADS and AB said that mentoring is available and AL 
advised that this is done on a voluntary basis. If possible to obtain mentoring data – AL will 
be able to assist with this. ACTION AL. 
 
AB said that appraisal and probation provide opportunities to speak about work-life 
balance. 
 
Exit questionnaires for leavers. AB said that this matter needs a consideration. ACTION 
AB. 
 
Promotions vary between years with low numbers which make it difficult to see trends - 
many academic staff are already at higher levels so less likely to apply for promotions. 
 
With fixed-term contract applications women are more likely to be successful than men. 
This could be because men are more likely to apply if they meet two criteria, women only if 
they meet most of them. 
 
Drafted narrative of training data - there are different training options for different career 
paths - records do not line up. AB added that some training happens at Away Days and 
ADS is able to provide numbers for those. ACTION ADS. Training should link to leakage 
points in the pipeline and AB suggested that mental health training and email training is 
considered. ADS added that equality and diversity training is part of recruitment and 
selection training. 
 
4. Staff survey and DHLE data 
 
To be circulated by ADS after meeting via email for discussion by the SAT – feedback by 
18th March. ACTION ADS, All. 
 
5. Reviewing of application draft - allocation of tasks 
 
ADS to circulate via email, SAT members to volunteer to check sections and return 
comments by 24th March. ACTION ADS, All. 
 
6. AOB 

None. 
 
 
7. Date of next meeting 
    TBC 
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ACTIONS: 
 
 

Item Action Owner 

2 Attend RGS workshop ADS 

3 Finalise wording of website paragraph AB 

3 Gather information on Foundation Degrees ADS 

3 Gather data on mentoring AL 

3 Provide exit questionnaire for consideration AB 

3 Provide numbers of Away Day attendees ADS 

4 Circulation of staff survey and DHLE data; discussion ADS; All 

5 Circulation of application draft; checking of sections ADS; All 

 


